G 38 P Li-Ion BATTERY-POWERED LAWNMOWER.
RELIABILITY. PRECISION. CONVENIENCE.
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Benefits of the battery-powered lawnmower
[ always ready ]

[ comfortable ]

No more need to buy petrol or prepare two-stroke mixtures.

Low vibration and soft handles.

[ for your garden ]

[ ecological ]

Compact and clean, perfect for homeowners with several areas of garden.

Zero emissions for total environmental respect.

[ quiet ]

[ economical ]

Use it whenever you want, without disturbing your neighbours.
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Minimum maintenance needs.

[ simple ]
Extremely easy to use, no cables for unlimited movements.
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4 High performance
brushless motor.

7 Optimal ergonomic setup thanks
to the handlebar adjustment
devices. Handlebar height can
be adjusted in accordance with
user preferences.

2 Full-bag indicator:
shows when it's time to empty
the grass-catcher.

5 Rigid grass
catcher: quality
guarantee.

8 Reinforced metal cutting
height adjustment lever. 6
cutting height settings for
all requirements. Facilitates
cutting height adjustment, with
height selection in a single
operation.

3 Practical handle/grip for
cutting height adjustment,
transport and manoeuvring the
lawnmower.

6 Easy storage and
transport thanks
to levers on
handlebar.

9 Big diameter wide wheels
for improved stability while
working. Maximize the
no-nonsense high performance
looks of the machine.

1 Removable safety key to
prevent inadvertent starts during
maintenance operations, when
kids are around or when the
tool is left unattended.

Technical data
Compatible batteries

Charging time

No load blade speed

Deck

Motor type

Cutting width

BA 2.6 Ah/BA 4 Ah

90 min

3500 rpm

ABS

Brushless

38 cm

Propulsion

Cutting height

No. of settings

Grass catcher capacity

Wheels diameter

Weight without battery

push-type

20-70 mm

6 levels

35 l

150/210 mm

13.8 kg
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BA 2.6 AH – BA 4 AH BATTERY AND BTC 36V BATTERY CHARGER.
JUST ONE BATTERY FOR ALL YOUR TOOLS.
[ universal ]

[ durable ]

Compatible with all applications: chainsaw, hedgetrimmer,
brushcutter and lawnmower.

If the tool is not used for more than 60 days at a stretch,
the batteries are drained automatically in order to guarantee optimal
storage and the longest possible working life.

[ efficient ]
High performance and constant power output for the full runtime
of the battery.

[ flexible ]
Thanks to a smart recharge system, the batteries can be
charged at any time.
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[ clear ]
Actual charge check system: keeps the user informed of the
remaining battery charge so the work can be planned properly.

[ BTC 36V battery charger ]
For charging BA 2.6 Ah and BA 4 Ah batteries and keeping them
in perfect condition. Use of the latest electronics means batteries
are charged in complete safety to maximize their working life and
minimize mains power consumption. The batteries feature a sturdy
ABS body to protect them from accidental impact.

BA 2.6 Ah
Charging time

Voltage

Current

90 min

36 V

2.6 Ah

Technology

Charge levels

Weight

Lithium ion cells

3 LEDs

1.2 kg

Voltage

Current

BA 4 Ah
Charging time
95 min

36 V

4 Ah

Technology

Charge levels

Weight

Lithium ion cells

3 LEDs

1.3 kg
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